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Last week we talked about the importance of having 
rigorous curriculum and student engagement 
and how these two affect student achievement. 
This week we are wrapping up our first overview 
of the four critical areas of our call to action by 
examining curriculum implementation. We can 
have an outstanding curriculum, but unless it is 
implemented well and with fidelity, our students will 
not benefit.

We are now beginning our curriculum update 
meetings. This is a new structure that will be added 
to our monthly activities. The goal is to bring in 
principals and principal teams to train us on our 
curriculum and ensure we are able to go back to our 
schools and implement the curricula in a way that 
meets the demands of our high standards.  

We recognize there is variance between 
classrooms and schools in implementing the 
standards,  and these update meetings will 
provide a great opportunity for teams of teachers 
to share best practices with each other and for 
various departments to help schools develop 
implementation plans and supports. These 
curriculum updates will also allow teams in schools 
to communicate with curriculum teams on the 
curricula and the supports they need. 

With the right data assessments and the right 
training to implement curricula, we will take one big 
step this year in ensuring rigorous instruction for all.

Metro Schools’ reading scores are an 
area of great concern — with only 
39% of third graders and 41% of eighth 
graders testing as proficient. Students 
who cannot read proficiently are 
limited in how successful they can 
be in all subject areas and in life. 
Literacy includes reading, writing, 
listening, speaking and using 
language effectively. While MNPS’ 
students are expected to engage in all 
the components of literacy, reading 
will be the primary area of focus this 
school year.

Our fourth area in our call to action 
is curriculum implementation and 
for this week, we are going to look 

at how MNPS will be working to 
improve reading performance this 
school year.

“Literacy is a huge elephant, and we 
know we can’t provide professional 
development on all parts of literacy 
in one year,” said Chief Academic 
Officer Dr. Monique Felder. “But we’ve 
all heard how to eat an elephant — 
one bite at a time.” This year’s “bite” 
will be reading.

Our elementary schools will be 
working to implement and analyze 
running records with fidelity. 
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Running records is an excellent 
way to analyze a child’s reading 
behaviors while reading actual 
text and capturing their thinking. 
Running records allow teachers to 

OUR CALL TO ACTION

8/10/16 16:04 

LITERACY 

Data Analysis 
Continuously 
utilizing appropriate 
formal and informal 
data to inform 
instruction, 
increase student 
learning, and 
inform the school 
improvement 
process 

Critical Thinking 
Ensuring that all 
higher order thinking 
skills infused into the 
curriculum are 
understood by 
teachers and used in 
instruction and when 
not evident in the 
curriculum, exploring 
ways to do so 

Rigorous 
Instruction  
and Student 
Engagement 
Improving first 
instruction for all 
students and matching 
needs for interventions  
for both struggling and 
advanced students to 
their specific needs 

Curriculum 
Implementation 
Implementing new 
and existing 
curriculum focused 
on the TNReady 
State Standards 
with fidelity 

MATH SCHOOL 
CLIMATE 

By engaging in Professional Learning Communities,   
we will focus on …  

 
 So that… 

THROUGH EFFECTIVE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 

SHIFTS IN ELA/LITERACY

get to know students as readers. 
The data collected should be used 
to plan for appropriate instruction 
(i.e., find appropriate text to group 
and regroup students for guided 

reading and help document student’s growth over time). 
In addition, elementary schools will ensure guided 
reading is implemented with fidelity. Guided reading is 
one component of a balanced literacy program that allows 
teachers to meet the needs of all students — regardless of 
their level of proficiency — so they become stronger, more 
confident readers. 

Our middle and high schools will focus on the key shifts 
in English, Language Arts as well as planning instruction 
with the state standards in mind. Teachers, principals 
and district staff will work together to provide clarity 
around state standards and their operative terms to ensure 
understanding of what students should know and be able 
to do as well as mastery of the standards. Professional 
learning will also focus on developing a deeper 
understanding of text dependent questions, which will 
require students to read critically and engage in related 
robust discussion. 

The second focus area this year is culture and climate   — 
recognizing that if other influences outside the classroom 
aren’t right, students will not be able to learn. We will take 
a closer look at culture and climate next week — including 
how MNPS has already freed up some much-needed 
resources to support students.

Shift 1 Balancing 
Informational & 
Literary Text

Students read a true balance of informational and literary texts.

Shift 2 Knowledge in the 
Disciplines

Students build knowledge about the world (domains/content areas) 
through TEXT rather than the teacher or activities.

Shift 3 Staircase of 
Complexity

Students read the central, grade appropriate text around which 
instruction is centered. Teachers are patient, create more time and 
space and support in the curriculum for close reading.

Shift 4 Text-based 
Answers

Students engage in rich and rigorous evidence-based conversations 
about text.

Shift 5 Writing from 
Sources

Writing emphasizes use of evidence from sources to inform or make 
an argument.

Shift 6 Academic 
Vocabulary

Students constantly build the transferable vocabulary they need to 
access grade level complex texts. This can be done effectively by 
spiraling like content in increasingly complex texts.
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Hickman Elementary School was hit by a 
lightning strike during severe storms on 
Aug. 9 that caused a fire along the roof line.  
The fire was put out quickly, but still filled 
the building with smoke and damaged 
classrooms with flooding and electrical 
damage. With the help of dozens of MNPS 
employees, the GCA cleaning crew and 
other contractors, what could have been an 
issue that put a school out for days did not 
keep the kids out of school for even one day. 

The fire started around 6 p.m., and the 
firefighters who responded first were able 
to use tarps (shown in photo) to cover 
classroom materials and furniture, causing 
minimal loss from the extinguishing 
process. Immediately after the fire 
department arrived, Dennis Neal, MNPS 
executive director of facilities and grounds 
maintenance, sent his technicians to help — 
carpenters, electricians, HVAC crew, roofers 
and GCA, MNPS’ cleaning contractors — all 
working after hours to repair Hickman.

“By 9:30 p.m. the building was full of MNPS 
people helping us!” said Dr. Kimberly Fowler, 
the principal of Hickman Elementary. “We 
all just kind of came in whatever clothes we 
had on and jumped right to it.”

Along with maintenance crews, Sharon 
Wright, Fowler’s executive lead principal, was 
there to help and other district leadership was 
in constant contact throughout the night.

WITH MANY HELPING HANDS,  
HICKMAN ELEMENTARY MISSES  
0 DAYS OF SCHOOL AFTER FIRE

Although the work did not stop the evening 
of the ninth, the late night payed off —
Hickman Elementary was able to open the 
next morning after only having to move six 
classrooms into other places in the building. 
In the next week and a half, everyone’s 
hard work continued so that the severely 
damaged classrooms could reopen by Aug. 
30 and no remnants of smoke remained.

“Dennis Neal would arrive at 5:30 a.m. some 
mornings just to make sure everything was 
okay,” Fowler said. “He and his crews worked 
tirelessly to make sure the school was safe 
and comfortable for our children.”

In addition to Mr. Neal, Fowler wanted to 
thank Shawn Thomas, the District 3 Zone 
manager who organized the work crews 
and collaborated with GCA representatives 
(Jarvis Floyd and Tyus Harris); Louis 
Burnett, the air quality control manager who 
made sure the building was smoke clear 
and environmentally safe; Ryan Wahaib 
and the roofing crew; and the Hickman 
Elementary staff — especially the teachers 
who were directly affected — Linda Weaver, 
Rachel Head, Cindy Greer, Kathy Tatelbaum, 
Theresa Reasonover and Rachel Lewis. 
Hickman is also grateful for a donation from 
Hip Donelson’s president, Frank Trew, for 
$2,000 to go toward their repairs.

“I think this experience has made my staff 
closer. Seeing everyone coming together to 

BOARD HIGHLIGHTS

AUGUST 23, 2016

Along with the updates listed in Forward 
Focus last week, Dr. Joseph also gave an 
update to his entry plan. The three big 
takeaways from his first seven weeks on 
the job:

 • We need to make sure teachers are 
teaching to the standards. We will be 
looking at a long-term professional 
development strategy to build greater 
capacity for quality instruction at all 
levels, including taking part in the 
Learning Forward consortium.

 • We need to have better formative 
assessments, and we need to use 
them. We must evaluate all of the 
assessments taking place in our 
classrooms. Being able to track student 
progress through data is important, 
so we want to add higher-quality 
assessments, but not without taking 
some off of teachers’ plates first. 

 • We need to look at the rigor and 
expectations in our non-magnet 
schools. We have heard a desire 
for more rigorous and challenging 
instruction outside of the academic 

magnet schools. Parents want the 
opportunity for their children to get 
magnet-level learning in any school, so 
we will be doing a thorough evaluation 
of the programming in zoned schools 
to see what can be done to give families 
what they need.

SEPTEMBER 6, 2016

• The new and re-elected members of 
the Board of Education will be sworn in 
on Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 5:00 p.m. at the 
Martin Center. Judge Rachel Bell will 
give the oaths of office.

help… it was encouraging,” said Fowler. In 
addition, Dr. Fowler would like to thank local 
MNPS schools Andrew Jackson, Stanford 
Montessori and Donelson Middle Prep who 
have sent Hickman supplies and donations.
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SEPTEMBER 6
Board of Education Swearing-in Ceremony
5 p.m.

 Martin Professional Development Center
 2400 Fairfax Ave

SEPTEMBER 7
Progress Reports Issued

SEPTEMBER 10
Mayor Barry’s Real Talk Forum on Race, 
Equality and Leadership

Music City Center, Exhibit Hall A
201 5th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37203

SEPTEMBER 12 & 13
Free Field Trip Days at the State Fair
Registration required
Visit www.tnstatefair.org

SEPTEMBER 19
401(k) Rollover Meetings
5 - 6 p.m.

Central Office Board Room
2601 Bransford Ave, Nashville, TN 37204

SEPTEMBER 20
End of First Quarter

SEPTEMBER 24
School Choice Festival
1 – 4 p.m.

Music City Center
201 5th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37203

SEPTEMBER 24
Hands On Nashville Day
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
www.hon.org/HONday

Sign Your School up for 
Food 2 Families 2016 
News 2’s Food 2 Families benefits 
Second Harvest Food Bank of Middle 
Tennessee to provide much needed 
food for families. Schools are asked to 
sign up at www.secondharvestmidtn.
org/food2families to collect nutritious 
non-perishable foods, especially 
items from the “most needed” list. 
Those items include canned fruits 
and vegetables, canned chicken or 
tuna, beans and rice, macaroni and 
cheese, cereal and peanut butter. 
Schools have from Aug. 25 to Oct. 31 
to collect donations.

Union University  
Programs Available 
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.), 
Education Specialist (Ed.S.), and 
Master’s degree programs in Education 
cohorts are now available at Union 
University’s Hendersonville campus. 
Online options are also available.  
To request information, visit  
www.uu.edu/GradEDU or call the 
program coordinator at 615-447-2509.

September is  
National Library Card  
Sign-Up Month 
Libraries play an important role in 
the education and development of 
children. Studies show that children 
who are read to in their home and 
who use the library perform better 
in school and are more likely to 

continue to use the library as a source 
of lifetime learning. Those who sign 
up for a library card at any of NPL’s 21 
locations or online during the month 
of September will also receive a free 
pair of earbuds while supplies last. 
There are benefits as an employee 
for signing up for a card as well — 
with your card number you can 
gain access to Lynda.com, an online 
learning platform that helps anyone 
learn business, software, technology 
and creative skills.

To sign up, visit:  
www.library.nashville.org/get-card

Apply for the Read to be 
Ready Content Committee  
The Department of Education is 
seeking candidates to serve on the 
content review committee for the 
Read to be Ready Coaching Network. 
The content review committee is a 
group of educators with expertise 
in K–3 literacy whose purpose is to 
review training content and provide 
feedback for the Read to be Ready 
Coaching Network.

Teachers, coaches and leaders are 
all eligible to apply. Committee 
members will earn a stipend for their 
work and will be compensated for 
travel and lodging. Learn more about 
the position and access the online 
application at www.tn.gov/education. 
Applications are due by 8 a.m. on 
Monday, Sept. 12. 

CALENDAR
NEWS BRIEFS

2601 Bransford Ave • Nashville, TN 37204
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To submit to Forward Focus use this online form:

http://bit.ly/2acUpTv

The deadline for submissions is the end of the business 

day on Tuesday. Submissions received by this deadline 

will be reviewed for the following week’s edition.

QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?

Email communications@mnps.org.
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STAFF ANNOUNCEMENTS

FACE INSTITUTE UNDERWAY
This fall, 58 MNPS teachers 
and leaders are participating in 
FACE (Family and Community 
Engagement) Institute. FACE 
is a cohort-based learning 
opportunity through Family 
Engagement University, a program 
of the Department of Family and 
Community Partnerships. FACE 
Institute Scholars meet throughout 
the academic year to examine core 
beliefs, review communication 
practices and learn how to partner 
with families for academic success.  
Cohorts from six elementary 

schools and middle and high 
schools are participating in the 
Teacher Institute and 25 principals, 
deans, counselors and family 
engagement staff are participating 
in the Leader Institute.

For more information about  
future cohorts, contact  
Allison.Buzard@mnps.org.  

Have a staff recognition or In 
Memoriam to share with others 
in the district? Please submit to 
http://bit.ly/2acUpTv.


